
Natural  scientists observe the world 
around us and try to make sense of 
that they find. 


Sociologists of science observe 
natural scientists at work and try to 
make sense of that they observe.


The two cultures do not always get 
along well. I offer examples taken 
from this book, and cases where we 
agree.
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“We are not arguing that
somatostatin [a peptide hormone 
that regulates the endocrine system] 
does not exist, nor that it does not 
work, but that it cannot jump out of 
the very network of social practice 
which makes possible its existence.”

Constructions in Natural Science

Bruno Latour and Steve Wolgar, 1986

Bruno Latour
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‘There is, I think, no theory-independent 
way to reconstruct phrases like ‘really 
there’; the notion of a match between 
the ontology of a theory and its “real”
counterpart in nature now seems to me 
illusive in principle.

Constructions in Natural Science

Thomas Kuhn, PhD Physics under van Vleck Harvard

1962



Constructions in Natural Science

William James, 1907


It is . . . as if reality were made of 
ether, atoms or electrons, but we 
mustn’t think so literally. The term
‘energy’' doesn't even pretend to 
stand for anything ‘objective.’ It is 
only a way of measuring the 
surface of phenomena so as to 
string their changes on a simple
formula . . .



Constructions in Natural Science

Charles Sanders Peirce, 1878

One man may investigate the velocity of light 
by studying the transits of Venus and the 
aberration of the stars; another by the 
oppositions of Mars and the eclipses of 
Jupiter's satellites; a third by the method of 
Fizeau; a fourth that of Foucault; a fifth by 
the motions of the curves of Lissajoux; a 
sixth, a seventh, an eighth, and a ninth, may 
follow the different methods of comparing the 
measures of statical and dynamical 
electricity. They may at first obtain different 
results, but, as each perfects his method and 
his processes, the results will move steadily 
together toward a destined centre. So with 
all scientific research.
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One . . . may investigate the velocity of light 
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aberration of the stars; another by the 
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Fizeau; a fourth that of Foucault; a fifth by 
the motions of the curves of Lissajoux; a 
sixth, a seventh, an eighth, and a ninth, may 
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and . . . processes, the results will move 
steadily together toward a destined centre. 
So with all scientific research.



Maxwell’s equations describe the behavior of 
electricity and magnetism. They are applied in 
many different ways.

Maxwell wrote (maybe approximately)

“The opinion seems to have got abroad, that in 
a few years all great physical constants will 
have been approximately estimated, and that 
the only occupation which will be left to 
[people] of science will be to carry on these 
measurements to another place of decimals. 
… But we have no right to think thus of the 
unsearchable riches of creation, or of the 
untried fertility of those fresh minds into which 
these riches will continue to be poured.”

Constructions in Natural Science

James Clerk Maxwell, the mid-1800s



Maxwell’s equations are productively applied 
to an enormous variety of situations, from the 
design of power plants, to the trickle of 
energy that allows electromagnetism to 
operation your cell phone. These successful 
applications are in effect enormous numbers 
of tests that the classical theory passes.
But Maxwell’s equations fail when applied to 
the behaviour of atoms. The equations are 
wrong, if you want to get technical about it. 
So are all the rest of our physical theories.
But Maxwell’s equations are what certainly 
looks like good approximations to an 
objective reality. So it is for all our established 
physics. It is the best we can ever do.

Constructions in Natural Science

James Clerk Maxwell, the mid-1800s



“somatostatin cannot jump out of the very network of social practice 
which makes possible its existence.”

Latour was embedded in a laboratory investigating a new and 
complex phenomenon. Would Latour’s  observation of the use of 
Maxwell’s equations in the design of an electromagnetic power 
plant and its energy transition lines have given Latour confidence in 
the reality of electric and magnetic fields, independent of social 
practice? 

Constructions in Natural Science




Constructions in Natural Science

Consider Landau and Lifshitz 1948; English translation 1951a

rlr
The first two thirds of this book are on the behaviour of the classical 
electromagnetic field, solid stuff. The last third is on Einstein’s theory of 
gravity, general relativity. In 1950 GR was a social construction that the elite 
made a canonical part of physics even through the three tests were marginal 
at best.
As sociologists say, physicists certainly deal with social constructions. 
Now GR passes demanding tests that make it a scientific construction. But 
that’s now, not then.



William F. Ogburn and Dorothy Thomas

Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 37, No. 1 (March 1922)

 ARE INVENTIONS INEVITABLE? A NOTE ON

 SOCIAL EVOLUTION

 IT is an interesting phenomenon that many inventions have

 been made two or more times by different inventors,

 each working without knowledge of the other's research.

 There are a number of cases of such duplicate inventions or

 discoveries that are of common knowledge. It is well known,

 for instance, that both Newton and Leibnitz invented calculus.

 The theory of natural selection was developed practically ident-

 ically by Wallace and by Darwin. It is claimed that both

 Langley and Wright invented the airplane. And we all know
 that the telephone was invented by Gray and by Bell. A good

 many such cases of duplication in discovery are part of the

 stock of knowledge of the general reader.

 There are, however, a large number of very important in-

 stances that are not so well known. For example, the inven-

 tion of decimal fractions is credited to Rudolph, Stevinus and

 Biurgi. Oxygen was discovered by Scheele and by Priestley in
 I774. The molecular theory is due to Avagadro in I8II and

 to Ampere in i8I4. Both Cros and du Hauron invented color

 photography in I869. The trolley car resulted from the work

 of Van Doeple and also Sprague, and the essential elements

 were devised independently by Siemens and Daft.

 We think of Napier and Briggs as the inventors of logarithms,

 but it is not generally known that Biirgi also invented them

 three years previously. We associate the origin of photography

 with Daguerre but it was also independently invented by Talbot.

 Boyle's Law is known in French textbooks as Marriotte's Law.

 The existence of Neptune was discovered independently by

 Adams and Leverrier, before the planet was actually observed,

 the work of these two mathematical astronomers leading to its

 observation by others. Gauss is frequently recognized as re-

 sponsible for the principle of least squares. Legendre pub-

 lished his account of the principle three years before Gauss did,

 although Gauss had used the principle still earlier.
 83
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“Appropriately enough, this [independent discovery] is an 
hypothesis confirmed by its own history. (Almost, as we shall see, 
it is a Shakespearian play within a play.) For this idea of the 
sociological significance of multiple independent discoveries and 
inventions has been periodically rediscovered [by sociologists] 
over a span of centuries.’’



Hubble’s law: the rate 

of motion of a galaxy 
away from us increases 
in  proportion to its 
distance.

The expanding universe.



Percival Lowell

So now we are in 
Boston, the home of 
the bean and the cod, 
where Cabots speak 
only to Lowells, and 

Lowells speak only to 
God.

Melvin Slipher Edwin HubbleHenrietta Leavitt

These four followed a reasonably close to linear path to the redshift-distance relation. 
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Fig. 8.— Luminosity distance modulus vs. redshift for the ESSENCE, SNLS, and nearby

SNe Ia for MLCS2k2 with the “glosz” AV prior. For comparison the overplotted solid line
and residuals are for a !CDM (w, "M, "!) = (!1, 0.27, 0.73) Universe.

Essence Supernova 
Survey,  Wood-Vasey 
et al. 2006
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Fig. 8.— Luminosity distance modulus vs. redshift for the ESSENCE, SNLS, and nearby

SNe Ia for MLCS2k2 with the “glosz” AV prior. For comparison the overplotted solid line
and residuals are for a !CDM (w, "M, "!) = (!1, 0.27, 0.73) Universe.

Hubble and Humason ! 1936

Hubble 1929



Georges Lemâıtre, 1924Alexsander FriedmanHermann Weyl

These  three hit on the picture of an expanding universe, a case of 
multiple discoveries. Lemaître best applied theory and observation.



Mather et al. 1990
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No. 2, 1990 COBE MEASUREMENT OF BACKGROUND RADIATION L39 

Fig. 2.—Preliminary spectrum of the cosmic microwave background from 
the FIRAS instrument at the north Galactic pole, compared to a blackbody. 
Boxes are measured points and show size of assumed 1% error band. The units 
for the vertical axis are 10“4 ergs s -1 cm-2 sr~1 cm. 

The error band in Figure 2 is a conservative estimate of the 
systematic errors in our current calibration algorithm, taken to 
be 1% of the peak intensity of the spectrum. Since the data 
show a good null both when the FIRAS is looking at the external 
calibrator and at the sky, one can determine from the interfero- 
grams alone that the spectrum of the sky is close to a blackbody, 
regardless of the details of the data reduction and calibration. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
The CMBR temperature reported here lies between the 

average of direct ground-based measurements, 2.655 ± 0.036 
K (see Smoot et al 1988 for a tabulation), and the precise 
measurement of 2.783 ± 0.025 K (1 o) at 0.8 cm"1 made from a 
balloon by Johnson and Wilkinson (1987). At the CN tran- 
sition frequency, the temperature measured by FIRAS is 
2.735 ± 0.06 K, compared to 2.70 ± 0.04 K from Meyer and 
Jura (1985), 2.796( +0.014, -0.039) K from Crane et al. (1989), 
and 2.77 ± 0.4 K from Kaiser and Wright (1990). The FIRAS 
data are not consistent with the departures from a blackbody 
spectrum reported by Matsumoto et al. (1988). 

Using the conservative 1% error bands, these new data set a 
3 a upper limit on the Comptonization y parameter of 0.001 
and on the chemical potential g of 0.009. This value of g is 
based on a fit to a pure Bose-Einstein spectrum with g inde- 
pendent of frequency. The hot smooth intergalactic medium 
(IGM) suggested to explain the cosmic X-ray background by 

Fig. 3.—Composite plot of recent measurements of the temperature of the 
sky (temperature of the cosmic background vs. wavelength). A = Sironi et al. 
(1987), B = Levin et al. (1987), C = Sironi and Bonelli (1986), D = De Amici et 
al. (1988), E = Mandolesi et al. (1986), F = Kogut et al. (1988), G = Johnson 
and Wilkinson (1987), H = Smoot et al. (1985), I = Smoot et al. (1987), 
J = Crâne et al. (1989), K = Meyer et al. (1989), Palazzi et al. (1990), 
L = Matsumoto et al. (1988). 

Field and Perrenod (1977), Guilbert and Fabian (1986), and 
recalculated by Taylor and Wright (1989) can be ruled out, 
since the predicted X-ray background scales as y2. The new 
limits on y would limit the X-ray background to only 1/36 of 
the observed value, even at a heating redshift as small as zc = 2. 
Many other sources of distortions of the CMBR spectrum 
(Bond, Carr, and Hogan 1986) are also severely constrained. 

A more accurate determination of the spectrum will be made 
after further sky observations, calibrations, and refinement of 
the calibration algorithm. The ultimate accuracy of any mea- 
sured spectrum distortions should be limited only by the 
optical design and stability of the external calibrator and by 
the models of radiation from interstellar dust. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the vital contributions of all 
those at GSFC who devoted their efforts to making this chal- 
lenging mission not only possible but enjoyable as well. Special 
thanks are due to Paul Richards and Patrick Thaddeus for 
their early encouragement to the lead author, to Robert 
Maichle and Michael Roberto for leading the engineering 
effort on the FIRAS instrument, and to Shirley Read, Robert 
Kümmerer, and Leonard Olson for their leadership in software 
development for the FIRAS. 
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Space is filled with sea of 
thermal radiation. It is 
compelling evidence of 
the evolution of the 
universe, expansion from 
a hot dense state.

Gush et al. 1990



Examples of multiple discoveries made and missed in the establishment of the hot big bang
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AN ATTEMPT TO INTERPRET THE RELATIVE ABUNDANCES 
OF THE ELEMENTS AND THEIR ISOTOPES 

S. Chandrasekhar and Louis R. Henrich 

ABSTRACT 
In this paper an attempt is made to derive some information concerning the prestellar stage at which 

the elements are supposed to have been formed. By using first the relative abundances of the isotopes 
of a single element (e.g., 0, iVe, Mg, Si, and S), it is shown that a temperature of the order of a few 
billion degrees is indicated. The equilibrium between the fundamental nuclear particles (protons, 
neutrons, a-particles, electrons, and positrons) at temperatures ranging from 5 to 10 billion degrees is 
then studied to establish the relative concentrations of protons and neutrons as a function of the tempera- 
ture. This relation is then used to compute theoretical mass-abundance-curves under different physical 
conditions. From such calculations it is concluded that under the physical conditions specified by 
T = 8 X io* degrees and p = io? gm/cm3 the theoretical mass-abundance-curve from oxygen to sulphur 
agrees fairly satisfactorily with the known abundance-curve according to V. M. Goldschmidt (Fig. 2). 
An important feature of the nuclear mixture considered is that hydrogen and helium are the two most 
abundant constituents, which is in agreement with known facts. However, the conditions indicated are 
seen to be quite insufficient to account for the existence of the heavy nuclei to any appreciable extent. 
It is, therefore, suggested that we should distinguish at least two epochs in the development of the pre- 
stellar stage. We imagine that at the earliest stages conditions of extreme temperatures and densities 
prevailed at which the heavier nuclei could have been formed. As the matter cooled to lower tempera- 
tures and densities, appreciable amounts (1 part in 106) of the heavy elements must have been “frozen” 
into the mixture. At temperatures of the order of from 5 X109 to 8X109 degrees and densities of the order 
of from io« to io? gm/cm3 the present known relative abundances of the elements from oxygen to sulphur 
may have been established. 

i. Introduction.—It is now generally agreed that the chemical elements cannot be 
synthesized under conditions now believed to exist in stellar interiors. Consequently, 
the question of the origin of the elements is left open. On the other hand, the striking 
regularities which the relative abundances of the elements and their isotopes reveal 
(e.g., Harkins’ rule) require some explanation. It has therefore been suggested that the 
elements were formed at an earlier, prestellar, stage of the universe. If this is accepted, 
we then have a tentative basis for deriving some information concerning the physical 
conditions which would have prevailed during this hypothetical prestellar stage. More 
particularly, we may attempt to interpret the relative abundances of the elements and 
their isotopes in terms of the physical conditions under which these observed abundances 
can be realized as a consequence of thermal equilibrium between nuclei of all sorts, 
neutrons, electrons, and positrons. We do not know a priori whether such an interpre- 
tation is possible in terms of a single density and temperature. Indeed, a preliminary 
discussion of this problem by von Weizsäcker1 has indicated that we should distinguish 
at least two distinct epochs in the prestellar state : an initial epoch of extreme density 
and temperature, when the heaviest elements, like gold and lead, were formed; and a 
later epoch of relatively a moderate” conditions, during which the present relative abun- 
dances of the lighter elements beyond oxygen (to at least sulphur, as we shall see in 
§ 4) came to be established. However, von Weizsäcker’s discussion was largely qualita- 
tive and was based on very few comparisons with experimental data. Since that dis- 
cussion our knowledge, both of relative abundances and masses, has advanced suffi- 
ciently to justify a more detailed examination of the problem. We therefore propose to 
rediscuss the problem of the relative abundances of the elements in the light of the 
increased information which is now‘available. 

1 Phys. Zs., 39, 633, 1938 (see particularly pp. 641-645). 
288 
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2. Determination of the neutron concentration and the temperature from the relative 
abundances of the isotopes of a single element.—In some ways the simplest method of ob- 
taining some information concerning the prestellar stage is from the relative abundances 
of the isotopes of a single element which has three (or more) isotopes.2 An accurate 
knowledge of the masses and the relative abundances of the isotopes of a single such 
element will lead to a direct determination of the neutron concentration and the tem- 
perature. 

The equilibrium between the successive isotopes of an element differing by one mass 
number is maintained according to the scheme 

ÎX+v*± A+èX . 
Accordingly, we have 

nznv Gz ( A \3/2 (2TrMkTy/2 _EA/kT 
- 2 gF5 V J-F ) h3 e 

(1) 

(2) 

where nz, nz+1, and nv denote, respectively, the number of nuclei of species (A, Z) and 
(^4 + i, Z) and the number of neutrons per unit volume ; further Gz and Gz+1 are the 
statistical weights of the ground states of the respective nuclei, M the unit of atomic 
mass,3 T the temperature, 

Ea = c2(Ma
z + Mv- Má+I) , (3) 

where Mz is the weight of the atom of nuclear charge Z containing A heavy particles and 
Mv is the mass of the neutron, while the rest of the symbols have their usual meanings. 

Similarly, the equilibrium equation 

(4) 

will provide another equation between nv and T. From these two equations we readily 
obtain the relation 

kT 'A+i 

In 
\nini+2 (Gz+I)2 / [A + i]2^3/2' 
L(^+I)2 GÍGÍ+2 \A[A + 2. 

(5) 

where In represents the logarithm to the base e. From the foregoing equation we can 
obtain T if we know the relative abundances of the three isotopes, their masses {very 
accurately), and their statistical weights. Once T has been determined, equation (2) 
will suffice to specify log nv. 

We have used the foregoing method to make five independent determinations of 
log nv and T from the data available for the isotopes of oxygen, neon, magnesium, silicon, 
and sulphur. The results are summarized in Table 1. An examination of this table 
shows that, while an average temperature of several billion degrees is indicated, the 
neutron concentration varies between limits too wide to draw any safe conclusion.4 It 

2 This method was first suggested by von Weizsäcker {ibid.). 
3 The mass of the proton, the mass of the hydrogen atom, or the mass of the neutron may be used at 

this point in the equation without any noticeable difference in the result. Actually, the mass of the hydro- 
gen atom was used in the computation. 

4 It should not, however, be concluded that these variations in the neutron concentration correspond 
to equally wide variations in the physically more important quantity, namely, the density (cf. §§3, 4, 
and 5). 
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Equation (1) should read

A
ZX + n $ A+1

ZX + �.

Chandrasekhar and Henrich (1942) do not seem to have noticed that their

implicit assumption of a sea of thermal radiation in the early stages of

expansion of the universe would imply a sea of thermal radiation in the

present universe, cooled by the expansion of the universe.

A multiple in missed scientific discovery



Yerkes Observatory Staff, 1940 

A multiple in missed scientific discovery



This widely cited paper is a pioneering exploration of what might 
have happened during the dense early stages of expansion of the 
universe. Not so commonly noticed is that the theory presented in 
this paper is wildly inconsistent. 

A multiple in missed scientific discovery
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Neutron Absorytion in SN~arium
A. J. DRIPPER

Argent National Laboratory, Chicago, IQinois
June 28, 1948

" 'N a recent paper' it was shown that the large neutron
absorption ln samarium ls due to the isotope at mass

149. Since the alteration produced by the neutrons was
not very large, the experiment was repeated with a 4-mg
sample exposed in a thin layer of approximately 1 mg per
sq. cm to a much stronger neutron Aux. The isotope at
mass 149 was so reduced that it could not be detected.
One of ten mass spectra made with one milligram of the
sample is shown in Fig. 1, together with a mass spectrum
of normal samarium. The intensity of the isotope at mass
150 was greatly increased so that it appears approximately
equal to the one at 154. A faint gadolinium impurity
showed on the long exposures, with the two absorbing
isotopes at 155 and 157 missing.
Photometric measurements of the plates showed that

the densities at the masses 147, 148, 152, and 154 fell on
a normal photographic density curve indicating no changes
as a result of neutron absorption in any of these isotopes.
The new abundance at mass 150was found from four spec-

147 149
) 148 I iso

Exposed

ills I
Normal

VlG. l. Samarium isotopes altered by neutron absorption.

Kore, and Placzek. ' These values, as well as those calcu-
lated from recent results of Kore and Cobas, Agnew,
Bright, and Froman„are shown in Fig. 2. (The upper limit
of q cannot exceed twice the calcuhted value. )
The cadmium ratio, i.e., the ratio between the unshielded

and cadmium-shielded counters, is of the order of 2.2 over
the depth from 22.8 cm of Hg to 4 cm of' Hg. This is in
agreement with Agnew, Bright, and Froman's4 results.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor

R. Ladenburg for many helpful discussions, to Mr. D. B.
Davis, who is responsible for the designing and building of
the balloon equipment and to members of' the Ordnance
Research Laboratory who helped to make the flight a
successful one.
~ This report is based upon work performed under Contract N6onr-

270 with the CNSce of Naval Research at the Ordnance Research
Laboratory of Princeton University.

~ E. Funfer, Natu+miss. 25, 235 {1937);E. FQnfer, Zeits. f. Physik
111,Mi {1988)",S. A. Kore and B. Hamermesh, Phys. Rev. 69, 155
{1946).

g H. A. Bethe, S. A. Korff. and G. Placzek, Phys. Rev. SV, 573
{1940).I S.A. Kor8 and A. Cobas. Phys. Rev. V3, 1010 (1940).
~ H. M. Agnew, Vf. C. Bright, and Darol Froman, Phys. Rev. 2'2,

2O3 (i947').

tra to have increased to 21.2+0.4 percent. The normal
abundance at 150 is 7.47, and at 149, 13.84 percent, the
sum being 21.3 percent. This shows that within the experi-
mental error the isotopes that disappear at mass 149
reappear at mass 150. The absorbing cross sections of the
other isotopes were estimated to be less than one percent
of that of the isotope at mass 149.

~ R. E. Lapp. J. R. Van Horn, and A. J. Dempster, Phys. Rev. 71,
745 {1947).

The Origin of Elements and the Seyaration
of Galaxies
G. G~ow

George R'ashiegton University, 6'ashiegtos, D. C.
June 21, 1948

&HE successful explanation of the main features of
the abundance curve of chemical elements by the

hypothesis of the "unfinished building-up process, ""per-
mits us to get certain information concerning the densities
and temperatures which must have existed in the universe
during the early stages of its expansion. Ke want to discuss
here some interesting cosmogonical conclusions which can
be based on these informations.
Since the building-up process must have started with the

formation of deuterons from the primordial neutrons and
the protons into which some of these neutrons have de-
cayed, we conclude that the temperature at that time must
have been of the order To—10' 'K (which corresponds to
the dissociation energy of deuterium nuclei), so that the
density of radiation nT4/c' was of the order of magnitude
of water density. If, as we shall show later, this radiation
density exceeded the density of matter, the relativistic
expression for the expansion of the universe must be
written in the form:

d 8' oT4 )

where / is an arbitrary distance in the expanding space,
and the term containing the curvature is neglected because
of the high density value. Since for the adiabatic expansion
T is inversely proportional to /, we can rewrite (1) in the
form:

d T' 8xGo

or, integrating:

32Wo' t

For the radiation density we have:
3 1

32M t2.

These formulas show that the time to, when the temperature
dropped low enough to permit the formation of deuterium,
was several minutes. Let us assume that at that time the
density of matter (protons plus neutrons) was p
Since, in contrast to radiation, the matter is conserved
in the process of expansion, p,~. was decreasing as
I '~7'~t &, The value of p, t. ' can be estimated from

Gamow 1948 got it right in this paper
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the fact that during the time period dd of about 1(P sec.
(which is set by the rate of expansion), about one-half of
original particles were combined into deuterons and heavier
nuclei. Thus we write:

vAtncr—1

where v =5-10 cm/sec. is the thermal velocity of neutrons
at 10' K, e is the particle density, and ~10 "cd the
capture cross section of fast neutrons in hydrogen, This
gives us e—10" cm s and p ~, —10 s g/cms substanti-
ating our previous assumption that matter density was
negligibly small compared with the radiation density.
(Thus we have p t,.' A—10 4 g cm 'sec. and not 10+'
g cm ' sec. as was given incorrectly in the previous paper'
because of a numerical error in the calculations. )
Since p,~. t~ whereas p ~, t & the difference by a

factor of 10' which existed at the time 10' sec. must have
vanished when the age of the universe was 10'.(10)s
=10"sec.—10'I years. At that time the density of matter
and the density of radiation were both equal to L(10sl'g '
=10~' g/cm'. The temperature at that epoch must have
been of the order 10'/106—10' 'K.
The epoch when the radiation density fell below the

density of matter has an important cosmogonical signi6-
cance since it is only at that time that the Jeans principle
of "gravitational instability'" could begin to work. In fact,
we would expect that as soon as the matter took over the
principal role, the previously homogeneous gaseous sub-
stance began to show the tendency of breaking up into
separate clouds which were later pulled apart by the
progressive expansion of the space. The density of these
individual gas clouds must have been approximately the
same as the density of the universe at the moment of
separation, i.e., 10 '4 g/cm'. The size of the clouds was
determined by the condition that the gravitational poten-
tial on their surface was equal to the kinetic energy of the
gas particles. Thus we have:

3 4 Gmyy 4m Gm~p,-k7 =~A'p
2 3 R 3

%'ith T—10' and p—10~4 this gives R—10"crn—10'
light years.
The fact that the above-calculated density and radii

correspond dosely to the observed values for the stellar
galaxies strongly suggests that we have here a correct pic-
ture of galactic formation. According to this picture the
galaxies were formed when the universe was 10~ years old,
and were originally entirely gaseous. This may explain their
regular shapes, resembling those of the rotating gaseous
bodies, which must have been retained even after all their
diffused material was used up in the process of star forma-
tion (as, for example, in the elliptic galaxies which consist
entirely of stars belonging to the population II).4
It may also be remarked that the calculated temperature

corresponding to the formation of individual galaxies from
the previously uniform mixture of matter and radiation,
is close to the condensation points of many chemical ele-
ments. Thus we must conclude that some time before or
soon after the formation of gaseous galaxies their material
separated into the gaseous and the condensed (dusty)

phase. The dust particles, being originally uniformly dis-
tributed through the entire cloud, were later collected into
smaller condensations by the radiation pressure in the
sense of the Spitzer-%'hippie theory of star formation. l In
fact, although there were no stars yet, there was still
plenty of high intensity radiation which remained from the
original stage of expanding universe when the radiation,
and not the matter, ruled the things.
In conclusion I must express my gratitude to my

astronomical friends, Dr. %. Baade, Dr. E. Hubble, Dr.
R. Minkowski, and Dr. M. Schwartzschield for the stimu-
lating discussion of the above topics.

~ G. Gamer, Phys. Rev. VO, 572 (1946).
s R. Alpher, H. Bethe, and G. Gamom, Phys. Rev. V3, 803 (1948).
s J. H. Jeans, Astroeonsy aed Cosnmgoey (Cambridge University

Press, Teddington 1928).' Vt Baade, Astrophys. J. 100, 137 (1944).sL. Spitzer, Jr., Astrophys. J. 95, 329 (1942); F. L. &hippie,
Astrophys. J. 104, 1 (1946).

Pressure Broadening in Ammoaia at Centimeter
Wave-Lengths*
DEFOREsT F. SMn'H

Sloane I'hysses Laboratory, Fute Ueieerssty, %no Haven, Connecticut
June 28, 1948

' &HE intensities and shapes of microwave absorption
lines in gases have been successfully correlated with

the Van Vleck-%'eisskopf' modi6cation of the Lorentz
impact-broadening theory. The absorption in the long
wave-length tails of the ammonia inversion hnes offers a
severe test of this theory, Precise measurements of this
absorption have been completed at wave-lengths 4.43 cm
and 3.20 cm in the pressure range 0.1 to / atmospheres.
These results are plotted in Fig. 1, together with the ab-
sorption coefficients computed by numerically summing the
Van Vleck-Weisskopf expression over the rotational states,
using the measured Bohr frequencies/ and a linear pressure
variation of the measured half-widths. '
The discrepancy between theory and experiment is most

severe at the higher pressures, but exceeds the measure-
ment errors at pressures as low as 10 cm of mercury. The
discrepancies are apparently inherent in the impact theory

o i

F1G. 1. Free-space absorption coe8icient of ammonia at 20oC ys.
pressure. Solid lines are experimental. Dashed lines are computed with
impact theory. Circles are computed as discussed in text.
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With Gamow’s estimate of the matter density, n ⇠ 10
18

cm
�3

,

at nucleosynthesis at T ⇠ 10
9
K, Alpher and Herman pointed

out that this scales to present CMB temperature T ⇠ 8 K.
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Gamow applied the Saha relation to n + p $ d + � to show
deuterons start accumulating at T ⇠ 109 K. Knowing �v the
condition that this produces a reasonable abundance of heavier
elements requires nucleon number density n ⇠ 1018 cm�3.



… 

Gamow 1948 got it right in these two papers.



Gamow (1948b): “hydrogen is known to form about 50 per cent of all 
matter.’’ That wasn’t known; it was a good educated guess.


Fermi and Turkevitch soon checked that in Gamow’s picture the 
expected hydrogen abundance is large, and almost all the rest is 
helium. 


This means two signatures of Gamow’s relativistic hot big bang 
cosmology would be 


● a sea of thermal radiation at a temperature of several Kelvins, and

● a large abundance of helium prior to star formation.

© 1948 Nature Publishing Group
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE 
UNIVERSE 

By DR. G. GAMOW 
George Washington University, Washington, D.C. 

T HE di scovery of the red shift in the spectra of 
distant stellar galaxies revealed the important 

fact that our universe is in the state of uniform 
expansion, and raised an interesting que stion as to 
whether the present features of the universe could 
be understood as the result of its evolutionary 
development, which must have started a few thousand 
million years ago from a homogeneous state of ex-
tremely high density and temperature. We con-
clude first of all that the relative a bundances of 
various atomic species (which were found to be 
essentially the same all over the observed region of 
the universe) must repr esent the m ost ancient 
archreological document pertaining to the history of 
the universe. These abundances must have been 
established during the earliest stages of expansion 
when the temperature of the primordial matter was 
still sufficiently high to permit nuclea,r transforma-
tions to run through the entire range of chemical 
elements. It is also inter esting to notice that the 
observed relative amounts of natural radioactive 
elements suggest that their nuclei must have been 
formed (presumably along with all other stable 
nuclei) rather soon after the beginning of the universal 
expansion. In fact, we notice that natural radio-
active isotopes with the decay periods of many 
thousand million years (such as uranium-238, 
thorium-232 and samarium-148) are comparatively 
abundant, Whereas tho se with decay peri ods meas-
uring only several hundred million yea rs are ex-
tremely rare (as uranium-235 and potassium-40). 
H, using the known decay periods and natural 
abundances of these isotopes, we try to calculate the 
date when they have been about as abundant as 
the corresponding isotopes of longer life, we find 
that it must have been a few thousand million years 
ago, in general agreement with the astronomically 
determined age of the universe. 

The early attempts to explain the observed relative 
abundances of the elements 1 , 1 were based on the 
assumption that the present distribution represents 
a 'frozen equilibrium state' corresponding to some 
very high temperature and density in an early stage 
of universal expansion. Such equilibrium theories 
lead, however, to the result that the logarithm of the 
relative abundance must be a linear function of the 
nuclear binding energy, which in its turn is known 
to be a linear function of atomic weight. Thus, 
according to that picture, we would expect a rapid 
exponential decrease of relative abund ances all the 
way from hydrogen to uranium, in <i.irect contra-
diction to the observed distribution (circles in Fig. 1), 
which shows a rapid decrease for the first half of the 
natural sequence of elements, but lev els up almost 
to a constant value in the second half. 

As the result of this difficulty, I suggested" that 
the observed abundanc es do not corre spond to any 
equilibrium state at all , but , quite on the contrary, 
represent a dynamical building-up process which was 
arrested in a certain stage of its devel opment by a 
rapid expansion of the universe. According to this 
point of view, one should imagine the original state 
of matter as a very dense over-heated neutron gas 
which could have originated (if one lets one's imagina-
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tion fly beyond any limit) as the result of hypothetical 
universal collapse preceding the present expansion. 
In fact, the extremely high pressures obtaining near 
the point of complete collap se (singular point at 
t = 0) would have sque ezed the free electrons 
into the protons, turning the matter into the 
state of ov er-heated neutron fluid . When the ex-
p ansion began, and the den sity of neutron gas 
dropped, the neutrons would be expected to begin 
decaying again into protons, and more and more 
complex nuclear aggregates could be built up as the 
result of the union between the newly formed protons 
and the neutrons still remaining. Such a building-up 
process must have started wh en the temp erature of 
the neutron-proton mixt -ur e dropp ed below a few 
times 1010 ° K., which corresponds to the mutual 
binding energies of these nuclear particles. The 
equations gov erning such a gradual building-up pro-
cess can evidently be written in the form : 

dn; . dt = Ai-1 n,_, - Ai n; (i = I, 2, 3, .. . ), (I) 

where n; is the number of atomic nuclei of· atomic 
weight i, and A's are the coefficients dep ending on 
the collision fr equency, and the capture cross-sections 
for fast neutrons in the nuclei of various atomic 
weight. 

The numerical study of th ese equations was carried 
out by R. Alpher• ,6, who used the recent exp eri-
mental data on the cap ture cross-sections of fast 
neutrons. These cross-sections are known t o increase 
very rapidly by a factor of several hundred for the 
first half of the atomic weights, and to remain more 
or less constant for the second half; a fact which is 
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assumption that the present distribution represents 
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of universal expansion. Such equilibrium theories 
lead, however, to the result that the logarithm of the 
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nuclear binding energy, which in its turn is known 
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according to that picture, we would expect a rapid 
exponential decrease of relative abund ances all the 
way from hydrogen to uranium, in <i.irect contra-
diction to the observed distribution (circles in Fig. 1), 
which shows a rapid decrease for the first half of the 
natural sequence of elements, but lev els up almost 
to a constant value in the second half. 

As the result of this difficulty, I suggested" that 
the observed abundanc es do not corre spond to any 
equilibrium state at all , but , quite on the contrary, 
represent a dynamical building-up process which was 
arrested in a certain stage of its devel opment by a 
rapid expansion of the universe. According to this 
point of view, one should imagine the original state 
of matter as a very dense over-heated neutron gas 
which could have originated (if one lets one's imagina-
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tion fly beyond any limit) as the result of hypothetical 
universal collapse preceding the present expansion. 
In fact, the extremely high pressures obtaining near 
the point of complete collap se (singular point at 
t = 0) would have sque ezed the free electrons 
into the protons, turning the matter into the 
state of ov er-heated neutron fluid . When the ex-
p ansion began, and the den sity of neutron gas 
dropped, the neutrons would be expected to begin 
decaying again into protons, and more and more 
complex nuclear aggregates could be built up as the 
result of the union between the newly formed protons 
and the neutrons still remaining. Such a building-up 
process must have started wh en the temp erature of 
the neutron-proton mixt -ur e dropp ed below a few 
times 1010 ° K., which corresponds to the mutual 
binding energies of these nuclear particles. The 
equations gov erning such a gradual building-up pro-
cess can evidently be written in the form : 

dn; . dt = Ai-1 n,_, - Ai n; (i = I, 2, 3, .. . ), (I) 

where n; is the number of atomic nuclei of· atomic 
weight i, and A's are the coefficients dep ending on 
the collision fr equency, and the capture cross-sections 
for fast neutrons in the nuclei of various atomic 
weight. 

The numerical study of th ese equations was carried 
out by R. Alpher• ,6, who used the recent exp eri-
mental data on the cap ture cross-sections of fast 
neutrons. These cross-sections are known t o increase 
very rapidly by a factor of several hundred for the 
first half of the atomic weights, and to remain more 
or less constant for the second half; a fact which is 
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NUCLEAR ENERGY GENERATION AND 
DISSIPATION IN GALAXIES 

G. R. Burbidge 

Yerkes Observatory, University of Chicago 

The amount of helium in our galaxy as a whole is hard to 
estimate. There is considerable uncertainty in the H/He ratio 
in young stars and planetary nebulae, where it can directly be 
measured; a mean value of 10 (in numbers of atoms) may not 
be unreasonable. However, if we accept the idea that all of the 
helium has been produced by the burning of hydrogen in stars, 
it is probable that this value is not representative of the Galaxy 
as a whole but is too high, since a large part of the mass is tied 
up in old small-mass stars that have processed only a very minute 
fraction of their hydrogen. Thus a lower and therefore more 
conservative estimate is that 10% of the total mass of all of the 
Galaxy has been converted to helium. The energy released by 
this fusion process would amount to 8.7 X 1061 ergs. 

Now the luminosity of the Galaxy is not known, but it cannot 
be very different from that of M 31 which has ��9 — —19.95. 
The most luminous galaxies known do not exceed absolute mag- 
nitudes of —20 or so. This corresponds to a rate of radiation of 
5 X 1043 ergs/sec. Thus if all of the thermonuclear energy 
released in transmuting hydrogen to helium had been radiated 
by stars in the Galaxy, it would have taken about 1011 years, 
whereas it is generally believed that the Galaxy is only about 1010 

years old. This paradox cannot be avoided by supposing that a 
large part of the energy goes into the generation of motions in 
the interstellar gas, if this kinetic energy has remained at a con- 
stant level. The total energy contained in this gas amounts to 
some 1055 to 1056 ergs and none of the dissipation mechanisms, 
such as collisions in the gas, magnetic dissipation, or generation 
of cosmic rays, is so powerful at the present time that renewal of 
this energy every 104 years—as would be required to remove the 
discrepancy—is to be expected. 

We are forced to conclude, therefore, that unless there is some 
large-scale radiation continuously being emitted in wavelength 
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This is far more energy than would be released as starlight if the luminosity 
of the Milky Way were constant during the expansion time of the universe.


Burbidge suggested this energy had been radiated away in violent 
explosions, or maybe the Milky Way galaxy is much older, as would be 
allowed in the steady state cosmology. But in a steady state we ought to 
see these explosions nearby.


Not mentioned: maybe this is helium remnant from Gamow’s hot big bang.

A multiple in missed scientific discovery
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formation in stars would go, presented in the influential paper by Burbidge,
Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle (1957) that is known as B2FH.
A leading hint in the direction of the B2FH considerations was the ob-

servation that older stars have lower abundances of the chemical elements
heavier than helium. That would be the case if the oldest stars had formed
when the stars were not very far along in their production of the elements.
The abundance of helium is di�cult to measure in stars, because the large
excitation potential of helium causes formation of spectral lines that can
only be observed in the hot surfaces of massive stars, and interpreting these
data is di�cult. We have noted that helium can be measured in interstellar
plasma, however.
Hoyle’s (1958) thinking about helium is indicated by a discussion recorded

at the 1957 Vatican Conference on Stellar Populations:

Hoyle: The di�culty about helium still remains, however.
Martin Schwarzschild: The evidence for the increase in heavy elements with

the age of the galaxy supports [the idea of element formation in
stars]. However, it does not necessarily mean that He production
occurs mainly in stars. Gamow’s mechanism may work up to mass
4.

Hoyle: That is why a knowledge of the He concentration in extreme popu-
lation II is so important.

The old stars in Population II have low abundances of the heavier elements.
We have seen that Gamow’s hot big bang picture naturally puts about a
third of the mass in helium before stars started forming, leaving almost
all the rest hydrogen with only slight traces of the heavier elements. This
picture would predict that the old Population II stars have mass fraction
Y ⇠ 0.3 in helium, with almost all the rest hydrogen. The exchange between
Hoyle and Schwarzschild (1958a) shows that, in 1957, they understood that
determining the helium abundance in old stars with low abundances of the
heavier elements would o↵er a fascinating cosmological test.
Hoyle (1949) had argued earlier that

in spite of the steady conversion of hydrogen to helium and higher elements, taking
place within the stars, which amounts to the transformation in 109 years of about
0.1 percent of the hydrogen present in the nebulae, hydrogen still constitutes about
99 percent of all material.

This of course assumes our Milky Way galaxy formed out of close to pure
hydrogen, which might be expected of the continual creation of matter in
the steady-state cosmology. The prediction is di↵erent in the hot big bang

A multiple in missed scientific discovery
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THE HELIUM AND HEAVY-ELEMENT CONTENT 

OF GASEOUS NEBULAE AND THE SUN 

D. E. 0STERBROCK*

Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

AND 

J.B. ROGERSON, JR. 
Princeton University Observatory 

The abundance ratio of helium to hydrogen in emission nebu
lae is a quantity that can be derived in a quite straightforward 
and nearly unambiguous way from observed relative line inten
sities. Mathis has determined the abundance ratio N(He)/N(H) 
== 0. 13 for the Orion Nebula, 1 and has found among several plan
etary nebulae only a small range in the ratio, with a mean value 
of N(He)/N(H) == 0.15.2 Seaton has applied slightly different 
theoretical computations to much of the same planetary nebula 
data, and has derived the mean ratio N(He)/N(H) == 0.18,3 

only a little different from Mathis' value, 'and if we apply 
Seaton's formulae to the Orion Nebula measurements we find 
N(He)/N(H) == 0.17 in it. Over-all mean values of 0.16 for 
the planetaries and O. 15 for the Orion Nebula may thus be re
garded as quite well established. 

Now the planetary nebulae are considered on the basis of their 
space distribution and kinematic properties to be members of the 
disc population,4 which formed from interstellar matter about 
5 X 109 years ago. But we have seen that the Orion Nebula, pre
sumably a typical specimen of present-day interstellar matter, 
has very nearly the same helium abundance as a typical planetary 
nebula. This result contradicts the idea that the helium content of 
the interstellar gas has increased significantly in the past 5 X 109

years.5 However, an argument that might be advanced against 
accepting the observed relative abundances at face value is that 
a planetary nebula is an object in a very advanced stage of evo
lution, so that nuclear processes may have already converted 
hydrogen into helium in the material now observed in its shell 
either during an earlier stage of the star's development or in a 

* On leave from the Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin.
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in the planetarias and the diffuse nebulae, and iV(0)/iV(H) in 
the sun and in one planetary nebula. 

It is of course quite conceivable that the helium abundance of 
interstellar matter has not changed appreciably in the past 5 X 109 

years, if the stars in which helium was produced did not return 
much of it to space, and if the original helium abundance was high. 
The helium abundance V = 0.32 existing since such an early 
epoch could be at least in part the original abundance of helium 
from the time the universe formed, for the build-up of elements 
to helium can be understood without difficulty on the explosive 
formation picture.21 

One interesting conclusion that may be drawn from the de- 
rived abundances is that the detailed age calculations of some old 
clusters belonging to the disc population may have to be changed. 
The reason is that in stars with a mass of about one solar mass 
the derived age depends critically on conditions near the center 
of the star, in particular on whether the proton-proton cycle or 
the carbon cycle is dominant, which in turn depends, through the 
opacity and energy-production rate, on the relative amounts of 
helium and especially of the heavy elements.22 The helium content 
we suggest as the best compromise is somewhat greater than the 
value V = 0.24 used in the calculation of the age of the cluster 
M 67,28 and the heavy-element content we suggest is considerably 
larger than the value ��= 0.01 assumed in that calculation. 

We are greatly indebted to Drs. M. Schwarzschild, �. Ström- 
gren, and J. S. Mathis for many stimulating discussions. One of 
us (D.E.O.) is grateful to the John S. Guggenheim Foundation, 
the Institute for Advanced Study, and the University of Wiscon- 
sin Graduate School for support of this research. 
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But nobody else who could have understood the possible 
significance of this remark seems to have noticed, and 
Osterbrock and Rogerson had other things to do.

A multiple in scientific discovery



NUCLEAR ASTROPHYSICS1.2 
By GEOFFREY BURBIDGE 

University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California 

INTRODUCTION 

Applications of nuclear physics in astronomy fall under five headings: 
(a) energy generation in stars, (b) nucleosynthesis in stars, (c) age determina
tions in astronomy using radioactive nuclei, (d) matter at high densities, (e) 
high-energy nuclear physics in astrophysical circumstances. 

Topics (a) and (b) are intimately related, but (a) has been reviewed in 
this series by Sal peter (1)  and we shall only summarize this aspect of the 
subject at the beginning of (b). The major developments in the field come 
under heading (b). Apart from the pioneering paper of Rutherford (2), all 
the modern developments under (c) are closely related to (b), but there has 
been such an outgrowth of ideas and speculation in this field that it merits 
separate discussion. There has also been considerable interest recently in 
topics under heading (d). Some discussion of (e) is needed because of modern 
developments in theories of the origin of cosmic rays and of non thermal radio 
emission. Some of the most baffling problems of modern astrophysics are 
encountered here. 

SYNTHESIS OF THE ELEMENTS 
Historical summary.-The last review of nuclear astrophysics by Cameron 

(3) told of the early work and described the major developments up to 1958. 
In early attempts to describe the conditions in which the elements could be 
built, their place of origin was assumed to be either at a very early stage in the 
expansion of the uni verse, or in stars of unknown types (4 to 9). 

I t is of interest that after the discovery that the reaction 3a--+C12 would 
enable the difficulties in element building at mass 5 and mass 8 to be over
come, Hayashi & Nishida (10) attempted to modify the Ylem theory in an 
arbitrary fashion so that this reaction could be used in the formation of the 
elements in the first stage of evolution of the Universe. They concluded that 
the building up of light nuclei to A in the range 16-20 out of protons and 
neutrons was possible for densities of 106- 107 g/cm3 and T= 1010 deg. By the 
time this synthesis had been completed, very few initial neutrons would be 
left and it was necessary to appeal to reactions such as (a,n) to build further. 

The modern developments began with the fundamental work of Bethe & 
Critchfield ( 1 1 ,  12) and von Weizsacker ( 13) on H burning in stars and the 
later work of Salpeter (14) which showed that He burning could take place 

1 The survey of literature pertaining to this review was concluded in July 1962. 2 Among the abbreviations used in this review are: Kpc (Kiloparsec); Mpc 
(Megaparsec); pc (parsec). The expression B2FH refers to Reference 18: Burbidge, 
E. M .• Burbidge. G. R., Fowler. W. A., and Hoyle. F .• Revs. Mod. Phys .• 29, 547 
(1957). 
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Annual Review of Nuclear Science 1962

This was a side remark in a long review paper. I guess Burbidge 
was not impressed by the Gamow theory, and again no one else 
seems to have recognized this potentially important point.

5.3 Fossils from the Big Bang: Helium 95

elements in older stars, all these objects have a similar helium abundance,
Y ⇠ 0.3. Osterbrock and Rogerson remarked that

It is of course quite conceivable that the helium abundance of interstellar matter has
not changed appreciably in the past 5⇥ 109 years, if the stars in which helium was
produced did not return much of it to space, and if the original helium abundance
was high. The helium abundance Y = 0.32 existing since such an early epoch could
be at least in part the original abundance of helium from the time the universe
formed, for the build-up of elements to helium can be understood without di�culty
on the explosive formation picture.21

Their reference 21 is to Gamow (1949).
Osterbrock and Rogerson (1961) published the first suggestion I have

found of evidence of the presence of a fossil left from the hot early state
of the universe: the large abundance of helium. Shortly after that Geo↵rey
Burbidge (1962) made the same point, in a review largely of the Burbidge,
Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle (1957) arguments for the formation of the
chemical elements in stars. In this paper Burbidge also reviewed the earlier
considerations in Burbidge (1958) of the evidence of a large helium abun-
dance in the Milky Way, added the evidence from Osterbrock and Rogerson
(1961), and remarked that

Since the material of the sun condensed about 5 ⇥ 109 yr ago, we need to explain
both the comparatively high value of the He/H ratio as compared with the estimates
[of production in stars] made earlier, and the fact that there has been little change
in the relative abundance in the intervening 5⇥ 109 yr.

Burbidge o↵ered possible explanations: maybe low mass stars have the ex-
pected low helium abundances; maybe the Milky Way produced the helium
in an early very luminous phase, “but in a steadystate universe such an hy-
pothesis is not tenable, since we do not see any galaxies in this form today;”
maybe the helium was produced in black giant stars (large stars lying deep
inside optically opaque clouds); or maybe

The bulk of the transmutation of H to He took place in the first few minutes in the
expansion of the Universe.

Burbidge’s references for this last proposal are Gamow (1953b) and Alpher
and Herman (1950).
Burbidge’s (1958) earlier paper on the helium abundance did not mention

this hot big bang idea. Osterbrock and Rogerson (1961) introduced the

gives an indication of the present abundance of this element in interstellar matter. The star at
the center of a planetary nebula has converted most of the matter in its core from hydrogen
to helium and then fused the helium to carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. It is evolving to a white
dwarf star. Helium in planetary nebula, which came from the outer parts of the star, is not
thought to have formed in the star, but rather to have to have been there when the star formed.
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The mass fraction in helium in the planetary is Y = 0.42 ± 0.08. 

“The oxygen abundance, relative to hydrogen, is deficient by a factor of 61 
relative to the Sun.”

O’Dell told me that at the time they did not “fully appreciate” the 
significance for cosmology. John Faulkner argues that this O’Dell et al. 
paper led Hoyle to recruit Tayler to write their paper, “The Mystery of the 
Cosmic Helium Abundance.”

A multiple in missed scientific discovery
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THE MYSTERY OF THE COSMIC HELIUM ABUNDANCE 

By PROF. F. HOYLE, F.R.S., and DR. R. J. TAYLER 
University of Cambridge 

I T is usually supposed that the origina l material of the 
Galaxy was pristine material. Even solar material is 

usually regarded as 'uncooked', apart from the sma ll 
concentrations of heavy elements amounting to about 
2 per cent by mass which are believed on good grounds 
to have been produced by nuclear reactions in stars. 
However, the presence of helium, in a. ratio by mass to 
hydrogen of about 1 : 2, shows that this is not strictly 
the case. Granted this, it is still often assumed in astro-
physics that the 'cooking' has been of a mild degree, 
involving temperatures of less than 108 K, such as occurs 
inside main-sequence stars. However, if present observa -
tions of a uniformly high helium content in our Galaxy 
and its neighbours are correct, it is difficult to suppose 
that all the helium has been produced in ordinary stars. 

It is the purpose of this article to suggest that mild 
'cooking' is not enough and that most, if not all, of the 
material of our everyday world, of the Sun, of the stars 
in our Galaxy and probably of the whole local group of 
galaxies, if not the whole Universe, has been cooked' 
to a temperature in excess of 101° K. The conclusion is 
reached that: (i) the Universe had a singular origin or is 
oscillatory, or (ii) the occurrence of massive objects has 
been more frequent than has hitherto been supposed. 

The values of tho helium to hydrogen number ratio 
determined for various objects are shown in Table I. 

Table 1 

Orion nebula (ref. 1) 
N GC 604 in M 33 (ref. 
::>mall magellanic cloud (ref. 3) 
B stars (ref. 4) 
Pla netary nebulre (ref. 5) 
Sola r cosmic rays (refs. 6 and 7) 
Solar evolution (ref. 8) 

He/R 
0·091 
0·102 
0·11 
0·16 

0·09-0·19 
0·091 
0·09 

Tho first five determinations were made by spectro-
scopic methods. It has been found that the ratios of 
carbon, oxygen, magnesium and silicon in solar cosmic 
rays are in good agreement with well-determined spectro-
scopic values, and it is therefore argued that the com-
position of the cosmic rays reflects the true solar com-
position, and hence that the He/0 value in the cosmic 
rays reflects the true solar helium/oxygen ratio. Given 
reliable spectroscopic values for all elements other than 
helium, and given accurate opacities within the Sun, it is 
possible to determine HejH from the requirement that 
solar evolution must be such that the present-day lumin-
osity is arrived at after 4·5-5 x 109 years, the known age 
of the solar system. It is of immedia te interest that two 
such different methods as these should arrive at closely 
the same result for the solar HejH value, particularly 
as this result-if accepted-is sufficient to establish that 
the Universe did not have a singular origin, nor can the 
Universe be oscillatory. 

A high helium abundance in some particular star or 
nebula need not be taken as proof of a high primeval 
value, since helium may have been produced locally by 
nuclear reactions. For this reason low values of HejH 
are of more interest in relation to the original composition 
of the Galaxy than high values. However, O'Dell's h igh 
value of 0·18 ± 0·03 for the planetary nebula M 15 is 
of special interest because O'Dell also finds a low value 
for the ratio OJH, suggesting that the material of this 
nebula may not have been adulterated by the products 
of nuclear reactions. Adulteration by hydrogen-burning 
could have occurred; but not adulteration by helium-
burning , so the situation remains rather uncertain. 

\Ve begin our argument by noticing that helium produc-
tion in ordinary stars is inadequate to explain the values 
in Table l, if they are general throughout the Galaxy, 
by a factor of about 10. Multiplying the present-day 
optical emission of the Galaxy, 4 x 1048 ergs sec-t, by t he 
age of the Galaxy, :3 x 1017 sec, and then dividing by 
the energy production per gram, 6 x 1018 ergs g-1, for 
the process H-+ He, gives 2 x 104 ' g (109 M o)· This is 
the mass of hydrogen that must be converted to helium 
in order t o supply the present-day optical output of the 
Galaxy for the whole of its lifetime. Allowance for emis -
sion in the ultra-viole t and in the infra-red increases the 
required hydrogen-burning, but probably not by a factor 
more than 3. Since the total mass of the Galaxy is 

1011 M 0 the value of the HeJH to be expected from 
H-+ He inside stars is only 0·01. While it is true 
that tho Galaxy may have been much m ore luminous in 
the past than it is now, there is no evidence that this was 
the case. 

Next, we shift the discussion to a 'radiation origin' of 
the Universe, in which the rest mass energy density is less 
than the energy density of radiation. The relation between 
tho temperature T 10, m easured in units of 1010 K, and the 
time t in seconds can be worked out from the equations 
of relativistic cosmology and is: 

T 10 = 1·52 t- 112 (1) 

In the theory of Alpher, Bothe and Gamow• the d ensity 
was given by: 

p RJ 10-4T 10
3 g cm-3 (2) 

a relation obtained from the following considerations. 
The material is taken at t = 0 to be entirely neutrons. At 
t 103 sec, T 10 0·05, approximately half the neutrons 
have decayed. If the density is too low the resulting 
protons do not combine with the remaining neutrons, 
and very little helium is formed. On tho other hand, if 
the density is too high there is a complete combination 
of neutrons and protons, and with the further combination 
of tho result.ing deuterium into helium very little hydrogen 
remains as t increases. Thus only by a rather precise 
adjustment of the density , that is, by (2), can the situation 
be arranged so that hydrogen and helium emerge in 
approximately equal amounts. 

It was pointed out by Hayashi10 and Alpher, Follin 
and H erman 11 that the assumption of material initially 
composed wholly of neutrons is not correct. The radiation 
field generates electron-positron pairs by: 

y + y + e+ 

and tho pairs promote the following r <>actions: 

n + e+ +tp + 
p + e- + v 

(!3) 

(4) 
(5 ) 

The situation evidently depends on the rates of these 
reactions. It turns out that for sufficiently small t the 
balance of the reactions is thermodynamic. This means 
that not only are protons generated by (4) and (5), but 
also that the energy densities of the pairs and of the 
neutrinos must be included in the cosmological equations. 
At T 10 102 , even [L-neutrinos are produced and these 
too should be included. The effect of these new contribu-
tions to the energy density is to modify (I) to: 

T 10 1·04 t-1 12 (6) 
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simulate a radiation Universe. Hoyle, Fowler, Burbidge 
and Burbidge'" were led, for reasons independent of 
those of the present article, to consider temperatures 
exactly in the region T 10 I. These authors give the 
following differential equation between the time t and 
the density p, in such a superstar: 

( 1 )''" dp 
dt = \24rrGp p- (14) 

and also the following relation for an object of mass M: 

(Mo)''" p = 2·8 x 108 M T 10
3 g cm-3 (15) 

Eliminating p and dp we have: 

( M )'I• dt-- X 104M 0 
dT10 (16) 

whereas tho differential form of equation (6) is: 

dt = - 2·08 dT,o T,.• (17) 

The difference of sign arises because equation (16) was 
given for a contracting object. l!'or ro-expansion of an 
object the sign must be reversed, so that the time-scales 
are identical if llf 5 x 105 M o· It may be significant 
that this is about the largest mass in which the tempera-
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processes. The mean luminosities of galaxies como out 
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ments presented here make it clear, we believe, that tho 
helium was produced in a far more dramatic way. Either 
the Universe has had at least one high-temperature, 
high-density phase, or massive objects must play (or 
have played) a larger part in astrophysical evolution 
than has hitherto been supposed. Clearly the approxim-
ate calculations of this present article must be repeated 
more accurately, but we would stress two general points: 
( l) the weak interaction cross-sections turn out to be just 
of the right order of magnitude for interesting effects to 
occur in the time-scale available; (2) for a wide range of 
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EXTRACTION OF URANIUM FROM SEA WATER 

By R. V. DAVIES, DR. J. KENNEDY, R. W. MciLROY and DR. R. SPENCE, C.B., F.R.S. 
U.K.A.E.A. Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell 

AND 

K. M. HILL 
U.K.A.E.A. Engineering Group, Risley 

T HERE is now a world surplus of uranium; the produc-
tion capacity of mines and ore treatment plants in 

the United States, Canada and South Africa far exceeds 
the present demand for all civil and military purposes 
so that tho relatively modest uranium supplies to cover 
British nuclear power requirements seem to be assured 
for some years. When the work described here was started. 
more than ten years ago, this situation was far from evid-
ent. It is true that the existence of large reserves in these 
areas was suspected on geological grotmds but there was 
little reason to expect that production capacity could 
overtake demand so rapidly. In Britain, we were about 
to embark on a nuclear power programme which it was 
thought might lead in course of time to dependence on 
uranium for much of our national electricity supply, yet 
no reserves of uranium had been discovered in these 
Islands which were in any way commensurate with require-
ments. 

The possibility of recovery of uranium from natural 
waters, including sea water, by ion-exchange resins had 
been considered by the late Dr. F. H. Burstall and his 
group at the Chemical Research Laboratory (now the 

National Chemical Laboratory), Teddington, shortly after 
the War, but it was decided that the effort should be 
directed towards exploitation of the then known ores 
overseas. Later some experiments were made at Harwell' 
on the recovery of uranium from sea water by newly 
developed techniques of continuous counter-current 
extraction. The solvent-dibutyl phosphate dissolved in 
butex (dibutoxy diethyl ether) or kerosene-was con-
tacted with acidified sea water in a rotary annular column; 
extraction appeared to be quantitative and 60 [Lg of 
uranium was obtained from 201. It was evident, however, 
that although such a process would be technically feasible 
on a large scale the solvent losses and reagent costs would 
render it economically unattractive. Nevertheless, the 
comparative ease with which uranium could be quantita-
tively extracted from such an extremely weak solution 
containing high concentrations of other salts gave encour-
agement to the idea that in the long term some economic-
ally acceptable method might be found. 

The total volume of the oceans has been estimated" to 
be 1·37 x 109 cubic kilometres and, assuming a uniform 
concentration throughout, the dissolved uranium should 
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ABSTRACT.-Attention is directed to the recent spectrographic observations of W. S. Adams by which he 
detected in the spectrum of the early class B star, r Ophiuchi, several sharp lines from the lowest states of the CH 
and CN molecules. The detection of these lines of apparent interstellar origin, the presence of which was predicted 
br the writer on the basis of proposed molecular identifications, has provided definite evidence of the correctness 
o these identifications and of the presence of CH and CN in interstellar space. Comment is then me.de upon the 
poBBibility that other unidentified mterstellar lines may be due to absorption by diatomic molecules. 

In the second section of the publication a brief summary is given of the observational work and the discussions 
in connection with the presence of molecules in interstellar space, culminating in the results of Ade.ms mentioned 
above. 

The third section presents the results of a systematic examination of laboratory de.ta for the purpose of obtaining 
the wave-lengths of the poBBible molecular interstellar lines, namely the lines arising from the lowest states, of over 
twenty-five of the more common diatomic molecules. These wave-lengths, obtained from some fifty articles on the 
analysis of band spectra, a.re given in tabular form. 

The fourth and final section opens with a list of all the interstellar lines known at present. It is emphasized 
that spectrograms ta.ken with the relatively powerful three-prism spectrograph at Victoria. have be.rely revealed the 
sharp CH and CN lines under the most favourable conditions, and it is concluded that, to photograph these lines 
satisfactorily, a spectrograph with dispersion and resolving power comparable to the coude instrument at the Mount 
Wilson Observatory is necessary. 

The results of Adams, showing that only the lowest and next higher rotational states of CN are sufficientlr, 
populated to give interstellar lines, a.re of particular interest. They allow the determination of a "rotational ' 
temperature for the region where the CN absorption takes place. This temperature, 2~3K, is compared with the 
temperatures estimated by Eddington for matter in interstellar space. 

Evidence is put forward which indicates that, if the four as yet unidentified sharp interstellar lines• are due to 
absorption by diatomic molecules, these a.re probably hydrides. In the possible cases that the three strongest of 
these lines, or all four of them, a.re due to the same diatomlc molecule, the vibrational constants of the upper electronic 
state concerned in the absorption by this hypothetical molecule are calculated. These constants arc found to corre-
spond reasonably closely to those of diatomic hvdrides. Reasons are given for believing that, if Merrill's relativell 
diffuse interstellar lines in the yellow and red" arc due to diatomic molecules, these are probably molecules witn 
neither very low nor very high moments of inertia, but those with intermediate values, for which the rotational 
constant B is around O • 5 to 1 • 0 cm. - 1 

SECTION I-INTRODUCTION 

Recent observational results of W. S. Adams at the Mount Wilson Observatory 1 

have furnished conclusive evidence that certain sharp lines of interstellar character, 
occurring in the spectra of several early-type stars, are due to absorption by the diatomic 
molecules CH and ON. These observations have stimulated interest in the important 
problems connected with the constitution and physical state of the material existing in 
interstellar space. A number of the interstellar lines found during the last few years at 
the Mount Wilson Observatory were promptly identified by their discoverers with the 

1 Barvard Announcement Oard, No. 526, 1940 
Ap. J., 93, 11, 1941; Mt. W. Cont., No. 638. 

• See footnote added in proof on p. 269. 
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Spectrograph

Within measurement uncertainties the interstellar CN spin temperature, 2.3 K, 
agrees with the CMB temperature, 2.725 K, measured much later.

Alpher and Herman (1948) found that Gamow’s hot big bang predicts the 
present temperature of about 5 K. It is consistent with McLellar’s CN 
temperature, within uncertainties. 


This was a detection of the sea of fossil thermal radiation from the hot big 
bang, recognized much later.

A multiple in missed scientific discovery
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:194 Nuclear Energy No. 858 

PUBLICATIONS 

NucLEAR ENERGY 

This book* is mainly concerned with the properties of atomic nuclei. 
The first nine chapters and the eleventh are clearly written and provide 
:a store of information indispensable to the astrophysicist, indeed the book 
is one of the best aids to astrophysical research that has become available 
in post-war years. 

Let all this be emphasised before the faults of the book are mentioned. 
These are almost all concentrated in the tenth chapter (pages 264-316). 
In this chapter the authors attempt to deal not only with the application 
{)f nuclear physics to astronomy, but also with a large separate chunk of 
astrophysics. This part of the book falls far below the standard of the rest. 
True, chapter ro opens well enough with sections on energy production 
in stars, but thereafter a sharp decline in the quality of the discussion 
becomes evident. For instance, the reviewer has the gravest doubts 
whether the authors could provide proper quantitative support for the 
statements on page 286 concerning the evolution of a star with a burnt 
out core. This is a much more difficult problem than any that has yet 
been solved by the combined efforts of astrophysicists, and so far as the 
reviewer is aware, no serious attempt on it has yet been published. 

Coming as it does in sharp contrast with the rest of the book this tenth 
chapter gives something of a shock, and one is naturally led to wonder 
whether astrophysics itself (and with it the whole of astronomy) is not 
on a far lower plane of argument and experimental procedure than other 
branches of physical science. The same query is also suggested by the 
terms under which Nobel prizes are awarded. By the specific exclusion 
·of astronomy the same stricture is clearly implied. Certainly this is an 
issue which everyone concerned with the well-being of astronomy should 
recognise and give due consideration to the implications. 

To· the reviewer the success, or otherwise, of astronomical research 
·depends on a balance being reached between observation and theory. 
It is an elementary error to suppose that the data supplied by the obser-
vational astronomer consist simply of a series of undeniable facts. From 
·experience the theoretician finds it wise to treat with caution results ob-
tained from any optical equipment, working near its limit of performance, 
·especially if the results are only attested by a single observer or closely 
.associated groups of observers. Also the theoretician must try to allow 
for traps, due to selection effects, into which observers are only too prone 
.to fall. But against this it is the duty of the theoretician to take proper 
account of all data that can justly be said to be established beyond cavil. 
·Only if this is done can theory and observation work properly together, and 
·only then can astronomy claim full parity with the other physical sciences. 

When the astrophysical chapter of Gamow and Critchfield's book is 
·examined from this point of view it soon appears that the serious neglect 
·Of this requirement is the main cause of the decline from the general high 

* 'Theory of Atomic Nucleus and Nuclear Energy-Sources'. By G. Gamow and 
·C. L. Critchfield. International Series of .Monographs on Physics. Pp. vi + 344, 
with 5 plates and 62 figs. (London: Geoffrey Cumberlege, Oxford University Press, 
.1949). Price 30s. net. 
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level of the remainder of the book. A few examples will not be out of 
place. There is an appendix relating to the section dealing with the origin 
of the heavy elements. In this the authors use a cosmological model in 
direct conflict with more widely accepted results. The age of the Universe 
in this model is appreciably less than the agreed age of the Galaxy. More-
over it would lead to a temperature of the radiation at present maintained 
throughout the whole of space much greater than McKellar's determina-
tion for some regions within the Galaxy .. Also it is difficult to see how 
a general primaeval origin for the heavy elements could lead to the great 
irregularity of form shown by the dust clouds in both our own and in 
other galaxies. Then again in the section with the origin of 
supernovae, the authors' calculation of the rate of energy loss through 
neutrino escape is inadequate by a considerable margin to bring about 
a catastrophic stellar collapse. Furthermore it is doubtful whether 
neutrino loss could lead to a general explosion of a catastrophically 
-collapsing star, since the energy so lost cannot be used to assist the ex-
plosion, as it can, for example, in the case where energy is stored within 
the star by the generation of free neutrons. 

In several places there are serious errors of method. For instance, on 
page 282 a calculation is given purporting to show that the Sun contains 
41% helium. This calculation depends critically on the assumption that 
the chemical composition of the Sun is uniform. As this is unlikely to be 
valid the conclusion is hardly likely to be of much value. 

In conclusion it seems permissible, especially as the book is published 
by the Oxford University Press, to remark that the authors make little 
reference to the large body of comparatively recent astronomical work 
published outside the U.S.A., although in several places they seem to make 
use of such work. F H L . OY E 

INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT 
The most startling effect of the remarkable war-time development of 

rocket flight has been to bring what was a purely speculative possibility 
to the verge of realisability. Space flight is a sensational subject, and one 
about which it is difficult to write popularly and yet soberly. The author 
of this book* has succeeded admirably in his task. This thoroughly good 
presentation of the problems of interplanetary rocket flight will please 
a wide public. Though not devoid of the spice of speculation, the book 
is mainly concerned with an exposition of basic conceptions which the 
passage of time will not alter, and these are expounded with masterly 
lucidity and simplicity. By the use of well chosen diagrams and tables, 
and of straightforward mathematics carefully distributed between the 
text and appendices, the author keeps the text at once satisfyingly 
:quantitative and highly readable. Some of the plates, however, are a 
heavy concession to the popular imagination and make no real contribu-
tion to the book. The kind of reader who wants pictures of bulldozers 
on the Moon may find the text somewhat rugged. The tables provide an 
:assemblage of basic information about escape velocities for the planets, 
.etc., which is not readily available elsewhere. 

P.J.T. 
* 'Interplanetary Flight'. By A. C. Clarke. Pp. viii + 164, with 15 plates, 

."15 figures and 6 tables. (London: Temple Press, 1950). Price Bs. 6d. net. 
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Fred Hoyle, 1950, The Observatory, in a review of 
Gamow and Critchfield’s book, with an appendix 
on Gamow’s hot big bang. 
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high pressure, such as the zero-mass scalar, capable of speeding the universe through the 
period of helium formation. To have a closed space, an energy density of 2 X 10-29 

gm/cm3 is needed. Without a zero-mass scalar, or some other "hard" interaction, the 
energy could not be in the form of ordinary matter and may be presumed to be gravita
tional radiation (Wheeler 1958). 

One other possibility for closing the universe, with matter providing the energy con
tent of the universe, is the assumption that the universe contains a net electron-type 
neutrino abundance (in excess of antineutrinos) greatly larger than the nucleon abun
dance. In this case, if the neutrino abundance were so great that these neutrinos are 
degenerate, the degeneracy would have forced a negligible equilibrium neutron abun
dance in the early, highly contracted universe, thus removing the possibility of nuclear 
reactions leading to helium formation. However, the required ratio of lepton to baryon 
number must be > 109 • 

We deeply appreciate the helpfulness of Drs. Penzias and Wilson of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Crawford Hill, Holmdel, New Jersey, in discussing with us the result of 
their measurements and in showing us their receiving system. We are also grateful for 
several helpful suggestions of Professor J. A. Wheeler. 

R.H. DICKE 
P. J.E. PEEBLES 
P. G. ROLL 
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A MEASUREMENT OF EXCESS ANTENNA TEMPERATURE 
AT 4080 Mc/s 

Measurements of the effective zenith noise temperature of the 20-foot horn-reflector 
antenna (Crawford, Hogg, and Hunt 1961) at the Crawford Hill Laboratory, Holmdel, 
New Jersey, at 4080 Mc/s have yielded a value about 3.5° K higher than expected. This 
excess temperature is, within the limits of our observations, isotropic, unpolarized, and 
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A MEASUREMENT OF EXCESS ANTENNA TEMPERATURE 
AT 4080 Mc/s 

Measurements of the effective zenith noise temperature of the 20-foot horn-reflector 
antenna (Crawford, Hogg, and Hunt 1961) at the Crawford Hill Laboratory, Holmdel, 
New Jersey, at 4080 Mc/shave yielded a value about 3.5° K higher than expected. This 
excess temperature is, within the limits of our observations, isotropic, unpolarized, and 
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Note added in proof.—The highest frequency at which the background temperature of 
the sky had been measured previously was 404 Mc/s (Pauliny-Toth and Shakeshaft 
1962), where a minimum temperature of 16° K was observed. Combining this value 
with our result, we find that the average spectrum of the background radiation over this 
frequency range can be no steeper than Xo 7. This clearly eliminates the possibility that 
the radiation we observe is due to radio sources of types known to exist, since in this 
event, the spectrum would have to be very much steeper. 
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ERRATUM 

In the paper “Stellar Evolution. I. The Approach to the Main Sequence^ {Ap. 
141, 993), the following corrections are to be made: page 993, line 1, replace “popuation” 
by “population”; page 997, line 18, delete the last word “energy”; page 999, line 2, 
replace “expanding” by “contracting”; page 1007, section heading VI—replace “8” by 
“9”; page 1007, line 1, replace “Figure 12” by “Figure 17”; page 1017, line 5, replace 
“equation (19)” by “equation (B9)”; page 1018, line 6, replace “W. Z. Fowler” by 
“W. A. Fowler.” 

Icko Iben, Jr. 
June 7, 1965 

Massachusetts Institute 
or Technology 
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A multiple in scientific discovery



  Another Multiple: Baryon Acoustic  Oscillations

In the “Cold Dark Matter” cosmology the early 
universe was hot, baryons were thermally 
ionized, and plasma and radiation behaved as a 
viscous fluid. At redshift z~ 1000 the plasma 
combines, largely to atomic hydrogen and 
helium, and the radiation then propagates 
almost freely.

The results are patterns in the distributions of 
matter and radiation. 

(a) (b)

Peebles and Yu 1970October 1968. Preliminary but reasonable



The effect was understood in the 1960s, computed by 

Peebles and Yu in 1970.


It was first observed in the galaxy distribution by Percival, Baugh, Bland-Hawthorn, 
et al 2001, MN 327.


The effect was independently predicted and detected in the galaxy two-point 
correlation function by Eisenstein et al. in 2005, ApJ 633.


Such is the nature of progress in physical science.

More multiples in scientific discovery
2001

2005



Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 1. Planck 2018 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the frequency-coadded temperature spectrum
computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters fixed to a best fit assuming
the base-⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum estimates from the Commander
component-separation algorithm, computed over 86 % of the sky. The base-⇤CDM theoretical spectrum best fit to the Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihoods is plotted in light blue in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� diagonal uncertainties, including cosmic variance (approximated as Gaussian) and not
including uncertainties in the foreground model at ` � 30. Note that the vertical scale changes at ` = 30, where the horizontal axis
switches from logarithmic to linear.

it is not possible to inter-calibrate the spectra to a precision of
better than 1 % without invoking a reference model. The fidu-
cial theoretical spectra CTh

` contained in CTh are derived from
the best-fit temperature data alone, assuming the base-⇤CDM
model, adding the beam-leakage model and fixing the Galactic
dust amplitudes to the central values of the priors obtained from
using the 353-GHz maps. This is clearly a model-dependent pro-
cedure, but given that we fit over a restricted range of multipoles,
where the TT spectra are measured to cosmic variance, the re-
sulting polarization calibrations are insensitive to small changes
in the underlying cosmological model.

In principle, the polarization e�ciencies found by fitting the
T E spectra should be consistent with those obtained from EE.
However, the polarization e�ciency at 143 ⇥ 143, cEE

143, derived
from the EE spectrum is about 2� lower than that derived from
T E (where the � is the uncertainty of the T E estimate, of the
order of 0.02). This di↵erence may be a statistical fluctuation or
it could be a sign of residual systematics that project onto cali-
bration parameters di↵erently in EE and T E. We have investi-
gated ways of correcting for e↵ective polarization e�ciencies:

adopting the estimates from EE (which are about a factor of
2 more precise than T E) for both the T E and EE spectra (we
call this the “map-based” approach); or applying independent
estimates from T E and EE (the “spectrum-based” approach). In
the baseline Plik likelihood we use the map-based approach,
with the polarization e�ciencies fixed to the e�ciencies ob-
tained from the fits on EE:
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EE fit
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=

0.966; and
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217
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EE fit

= 1.040. The CamSpec likelihood, de-
scribed in the next section, uses spectrum-based e↵ective polar-
ization e�ciency corrections, leaving an overall temperature-to-
polarization calibration free to vary within a specified prior.

The use of spectrum-based polarization e�ciency estimates
(which essentially di↵ers by applying to EE the e�ciencies
given above, and to T E the e�ciencies obtained fitting the T E
spectra,
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= 1.04,
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=

1.02), also has a small, but non-negligible impact on cosmo-
logical parameters. For example, for the ⇤CDM model, fitting
the Plik TT,TE,EE+lowE likelihood, using spectrum-based po-
larization e�ciencies, we find small shifts in the base-⇤CDM
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Fig. 1. Planck 2018 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the frequency-coadded temperature spectrum
computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters fixed to a best fit assuming
the base-⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum estimates from the Commander
component-separation algorithm, computed over 86 % of the sky. The base-⇤CDM theoretical spectrum best fit to the Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihoods is plotted in light blue in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� diagonal uncertainties, including cosmic variance (approximated as Gaussian) and not
including uncertainties in the foreground model at ` � 30. Note that the vertical scale changes at ` = 30, where the horizontal axis
switches from logarithmic to linear.
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Planck Satellite

Florian Beutler

The theory of these 
acoustic oscillations 
in the measured 
angular distribution 
of the fossil thermal 
radiation and the 
measured spatial 
distribution of the 
galaxies requires the 
cosmological 
constant that 
Einstein introduced 
in 1917 and later 
regretted.  Nature 
continues to surprise 
us. 
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Fig. 1. Planck 2018 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the frequency-coadded temperature spectrum
computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters fixed to a best fit assuming
the base-⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum estimates from the Commander
component-separation algorithm, computed over 86 % of the sky. The base-⇤CDM theoretical spectrum best fit to the Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihoods is plotted in light blue in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� diagonal uncertainties, including cosmic variance (approximated as Gaussian) and not
including uncertainties in the foreground model at ` � 30. Note that the vertical scale changes at ` = 30, where the horizontal axis
switches from logarithmic to linear.
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Fig. 1. Planck 2018 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the frequency-coadded temperature spectrum
computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters fixed to a best fit assuming
the base-⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum estimates from the Commander
component-separation algorithm, computed over 86 % of the sky. The base-⇤CDM theoretical spectrum best fit to the Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihoods is plotted in light blue in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� diagonal uncertainties, including cosmic variance (approximated as Gaussian) and not
including uncertainties in the foreground model at ` � 30. Note that the vertical scale changes at ` = 30, where the horizontal axis
switches from logarithmic to linear.
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Peebles and Yu 1970

Florian Beutler, from BOSS collaboration 2017 

The 1970 computation assumed 
matter is baryonic. Hence the zeros in 
the matter power spectrum.


The amplitude is much smaller in 
Beutler’s spectrum, because the dark 
matter does not take part in the 
acoustic oscillations, apart from 
gravity. 


Dark matter was introduced in 1982 
to take care of another problem, the 
small CMB anisotropy. The low 
amplitude of the oscillations in the 
power spectrum is independent 
evidence of dark matter. 


We care a lot about independent 
evidence; recall Charles Saunders 
Pierce’s comments a century ago.



Osterbrock and Rogerson recognized evidence of Gamow’s hot big 
bang, the large abundance of helium. They published, but the 
community noticed only much later. Here is an example of the 
sociologist’s multiples in scientific discovery. 


Along with multiples of discovery there have to be discoveries just 
missed. Hoyle knew evidence of the radiation from Gamow’s hot big 
bang in 1950, but forgot by 1964. 


Zel’dovich thought the helium abundance is too small for Gamow’s 
picture. A short conversation with a knowledgable astronomer would 
have set Zel’dovich straight, but that was not allowed; Zel’dovich 
knew too much about the Soviet nuclear weapons program.


Along with multiple earlier overlooked scientific discoveries I expect 
(hope) there are other hints to important discoveries yet to be 
recognized. Here is a possible example. 



Auriga simulation, image by Jie Wang 

The merger tree concept is inspired by the standard ΛCDM 
theory. It is influential; ADS astronomy lists “merger tree” 
in the contents of 

  
327 papers in 2022, 

268 papers in 2021,

274 papers in 2020.

1. The Halo Merger Tree Paradigm



NGC 891 M 81

Stellar halo fraction 0.01 to 0.03  0.02 to 0.05  0.02 to 0.003 

NGC 4565

0.005 to 0.01 If these disk galaxies grew by merging of subhalos, as 
expected in ΛCDM, then star formation had to have 
been almost entirely confined to just one of the 
subhalos. How could  that have happened?


The merger tree is a social construction, supported by 
theory but not observation. Nothing wrong with that; so 
was GR. But this one seems unlikely. 
  

Auriga simulation, Redshift 
z = 3.1. Image by Jie Wang. 

NGC 253



I don’t imagine natural 
science ever will be in 
a position to say with 
certainty “where it all 
came from.” 

But consider: 
   “The world is full of a number of things,  
   I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings.” 
       Robert Louis Stevenson   

The world around us is full of a vast number of things, and 
we continue to learn how to find and make sense of them, 
in the tradition of natural science.





Mergers happen, in  the ΛCDM theory and in nature. 

But there are observational challenges to the merger tree 
concept. 

We can’t blame the galaxy formation theorists for these 
challenges; they’re doing the best they can with the theory 
they’ve been given. Let us consider instead the thought that 
these challenges a hint to an even better theory than ΛCDM.



Many of the nearby spiral galaxies are remarkably flat.

Consider NGC 891

Harmsen et al. 2017 find the stellar 
halo mass fraction of NGC 891 at 
10 < c < 40 kpc is ≲ 0.03. This 
galaxy cannot have 
grown by merging 
of subhalos
containing 
many 
stars.



Thin galaxies 
are common 
nearby. This is 
NGC 253



M101, Kormendy, Drory, Bender & Cornell, ApJ 273 2010
MBH < 3⇥ 106m�

R. Gendler
HST images plus H-↵ and some ground-based data

HST image

M 101



This is a useful approximation 
to cosmic structure formation 
according to the standard 
ΛCDM theory. 


The merger tree concept is 
influential: ADS astronomy lists 
“merger tree” in the text of 

327 entries in 2022, 

268 entries in 2021,

274 entries in 2020.

The halo merger tree 

 full:"merger tree" collection:astronomy year:2022

The merger tree concept is influential, but a social construction. 
There’s nothing wrong with that; GR was a social construction 
in the 1950s. But promotion does not always happen.


